SoundsuitShop was created to share the art of Nick Cave with a wider audience than his exhibitions can possibly reach. These simple, practical items transport Nick’s richly patterned, highly conceptual artworks into the realm of everyday life. The quality and ingenuity of every SoundsuitShop item make them easy to wear, share or simply enjoy. Expect every SoundsuitShop product to spark thought, conversation and even pure wonder. Each product has been carefully sourced and designed to out-delight other products in its category. As Nick’s work evolves, so does SoundsuitShop’s selection. Product quantities will be limited to a single production run; we hate to disappoint, so please order early.

About Nick Cave, Vision

As both artist and partner, Nick is the vision of all things “Soundsuit”. He also spearheads the Graduate Program of Fashion Department at the School of The Art Institute of Chicago and is represented by Jack Shainman Gallery in New York. Nick is a uncatagorizable artist working between sculpture, installation, performance, video, designed object and fashion. His work is shown nationally and internationally and is very interested in using his work as a impetus for change in the community at large.

About Bob Faust, Direction

As partner and design director, Bob both designs and develops all SoundsuitShop products. He is also the founder and creative director of Faust, a cultural branding and communications studio in Chicago with clients such as the MASS MoCA, Denver Art Museum and Barney’s. He has been recognized as a design leader by many prestigious publications and organizations and has recently served as development chair for AIGA, the professional association for design, and is currently a board member of the Riverside Arts Center as well as a member of the School of the Art Institute’s Fashion Council.
Nick’s 2006 exhibitions were accompanied by this Boxfolio which, like the Soundsuit, is a collection of unexpected items that involves a hands-on experience. In this case, the enclosed objects are adorned materials of the mundane including a light wand, iron-on, magnet, playing cards, pin, customized ViewMaster, postcard book and, of course, an exhibition catalog and poster.

Dimensions: 9.5 x 13.25 x 2.25
P017  Imagination Book

Since childhood, Nick Cave has always dreamt big, his imagination overflowing with color, form and line. In this imagination book, the color has been striped from his Soundsuits awaiting your own brave exploration and embellishment. This book contains over 30 pages of activities with full-color sticker-sheets to inspire you to dream bigger.

Dimensions: 11 x 15
Beautiful casebound book housing 20 post cards (on 10 micro-perforated cardstock sheets), featuring a collection of Soundsuits, details, and select images from Cave’s Surrational image series. Great to share with friends, as a conversational coffee table book, or as a gift.

Dimensions: 8.75 x 11.75
P014  Lenticular Notebook

This heavy-weight lenticular covered notebook features a 3-D image of a SoundSuit as a Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade balloon from Cave’s Surrational image series. With 100 blank interior pages, this notebook makes a statement and also makes an excellent gift.

Dimensions: 6.25 x 8.25
Note Card Packs

These boxed sets of 12 note cards and envelopes is embellished with three different Soundsuit images. Please note these have blank interiors for you to provide your own note.

Dimensions: 5.625 x 8.625 x 1
F018  Surrrational Viewmaster

Inside this adorned viewer are 15 surrational images that feature Soundsuits in both real and surreal environments. They give a sense of of the artist’s inspiration while also allowing the viewer to enter a dreamworld as well. The surrational ViewMaster was originally produced as part of the Soundsuits Boxfolio.

Dimensions: 6.25 x 8.25
F019 Large Patch
F020 Small Patch

Embellish a bag, jacket, jeans or anything else you can dream up with our large golden $$$ embroidered patch. It comes with an iron-on backing, but we suggest a little hand work to ensure best adhesion.

Dimensions: 6 x 7 large 4 x 5 small
Magnets: Sequined, Raffia, Crocheted

Featuring images of various Soundsuits, these oversized magnets will enliven your refrigerator, locker, car or any other metal surface that can use a little attention.

Dimensions: approximately 5 x 9
F025  

Playing Cards

These 52 cards of the gaming sort are perfect for poker or any other type of card play. Packaged in a clear gift case, each of the traditional suits is paired and imprinted with a series of video stills from four Soundsuits in performance to be dealt out and discovered or flipped through as mini animations.

Dimensions: 2.5 x 3.5 x .75
The ImagiCube continuously folds and unfolds upon itself alternately assembling and dismantling what seems like endless Soundsuit images. Get lost in the details or the play itself.

Dimensions: 4 x 4 x 4
Add some bling to your jacket, backpack or bag with our SoundsuitShop buttons. Choose from the following designs: 1.5 inch metallic SSS logo, 2.25 inch sequin mask, 3 inch raffia Soundsuit or 3 inch ski mask.

Dimensions: 1.5, 2.25, 3
Tripple Ripple Magalogue

Part magazine part catalogue this self titled magalogue is an oversized, unbound series of folded posters gathered and packed in a jumbo zip-lock bag. It was printed on a UV press with special fluorescent inks to give exceptional ink hold out and vibrancy not ordinarily possible on an uncoated sheet.
Standing a full five-feet tall and donning a multi-colored human-hair Soundsuit on one side and a swirling sequined Soundsuit on the other is every kid's perfect sparring partner. Fill the lower cavity with sand or water and the upper cavity with air and you can battle until your heart's content or quietly enjoy your new inflatable Soundsuit as a sculptural object.

Dimensions: 20 x 20 x 60
B005  Square Wire Scarf

These richly printed 100% silk scarves transfer the multi-layered and exquisite detail of a Soundsuit’s surface to your own body. Oversized and double-sided they can be worn, wrapped or draped in endless ways to create a multitude of forms and effects.

Sizes: one size
Square Flower Scarf

These richly printed 100% silk scarves transfer the multi-layered and exquisite detail of a Soundsuit's surface to your own body. Oversized and double-sided they can be worn, wrapped or draped in endless ways to create a multitude of forms and effects.

Sizes: one size
Long Sequin Scarf

These richly printed 100% silk scarves transfer the multi-layered and exquisite detail of a Soundsuit’s surface to your own body. Oversized and double-sided they can be worn, wrapped or draped in endless ways to create a multitude of forms and effects.

Sizes: one size
Long Hair Scarf

These richly printed 100% silk scarves transfer the multi-layered and exquisite detail of a Soundsuit’s surface to your own body. Oversized and double-sided they can be worn, wrapped or draped in endless ways to create a multitude of forms and effects.

Sizes: one size
F037  Temporary Tattoos

Embellish your arms, legs, back or belly with this set of colorful tattoos that last only until your next scrubbing. Choose your favorite and place it just right, or create your own a half-sleeve from the set.

Dimensions: 5.5 x 9.5
Catalog

Coming Soon!

Dimensions: 750 ML
Greetings from Detroit

Nick Cave: Greetings From Detroit is a series of 12 oversized postcards shot on location throughout Metro Detroit. Each is tab bound and encased in a plastic jacket. The publication was produced in conjunction with the exhibition Nick Cave: Here Hear held at Cranbrook Art Museum, June 20–October 11, 2015, and the accompanying Detroit Performance Series.

Essay by Laura Mott, Photography by Corine Vermeulen, Design by Bob Faust, Faust Associates
Hardcover, 12 x 9 inches
Wrapping Experience

It will be tough enough to choose the right recipient for each of these special wraps, but even then you might have to force yourself to cut them. Luckily, we include two sheets of each richly printed and finished pattern so you can keep a sheet for yourself! Sheets are 39.5 x 27.125 each and can accommodate two typical shirt boxes.

Dimensions: 27.5 x 2 x 2 (in tube)